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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a methodology to adaptively reduce time-varying additive disturbances in a
feedback system, comprised a plant with uncertainty and an adaptable linear feedback controller.

controller perturbation for adaptation to maintain stability robustness. By simultaneously minimizing
the variance of the plant output signal and a control output signal, the direct estimation of the controller
perturbation is formulated as a weighted robust estimation problem that is implemented recursively for
a real-time implementation. The methodology is applied to a vibration control benchmark to
demonstrate how the proposed adaptive feedback regulation can effectively reduce unknown harmonic
disturbances with a time-varying frequency for a mechanical system with unmodelled dynamics.

& 2013 European Control Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Feedback control can be effective in reducing the effect of
unknown additive plant output disturbances. The more informa-
tion is known on the disturbance dynamics, the better the feed-
back control algorithm can be tuned to alleviate the effects of the
disturbances. A good example is the internal model principle [9] or
the more general form of repetitive control [25,23] that use
resonators in the feedback controller to compensate for general
periodic disturbances. Feedback compensation of periodic distur-
bances also can be shown to be equivalent to adaptive feedforward
compensation [2] under certain conditions. The requirements on
maintaining closed-loop stability in feedback control require
knowledge on the plant dynamics [21], whereas fixed linear
feedback control imposes limitations on the frequency range over
which disturbances can be reduced.

Limitations of fixed linear feedback control are well captured
by the celebrated Bode Sensitivity integral [27,22,20]Z ∞

0
ln SðjωÞ
�� �� dω¼−

π

2
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sLðsÞ

for a feedback connection

y¼ Guþ v; v¼He

u¼ Cðr−yÞ ð1Þ
trol Association. Published by Elsev
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fon),
of a stable system G and stable controller C with a loop gain
LðsÞ ¼ GðsÞCðsÞ and a sensitivity function SðsÞ ¼ ð1þ LðsÞÞ−1. A chal-
lenging problem arises when the spectral contents of the dis-
turbance, modelled by H in (1), changes over time. Changes in
disturbance dynamics H may result in amplification of the dis-
turbance v(t) in (1) due to a gain jSðjωÞj41 of the sensitivity
function. Adaptive solutions for this problem have been proposed
using feedforward control [8] that rely on linearly parametrized
filters with recursive estimation techniques [6], but require addi-
tional sensors for measuring or estimating the disturbance v.

Adaptive regulation [15] is a viable solution to deal with varying
disturbance dynamics in feedback control. Adaptive regulation has
been studied for periodic disturbances [3,2] and with Iterative Learn-
ing Control (ILC) [18,5,24]. With knowledge of the (stable) plant
dynamics G, the disturbance v could be reconstructed via v¼ y−Gu,
using plant input u and output y signals, leading to a new class of
algorithms based on filtered white noise disturbances in [15]. More
recently, the ideas of adaptive regulation have been extended to
specific classes of periodic disturbances [16]. Earlier work of Robust
Estimation and Automatic Controller Tuning (REACT) [12] demon-
strated how such algorithms can be implemented in real-time but did
not explicitly take into account the variance of the control signal
during adaptation. As minimum variance control can lead to large
control signals, especially for non-minimum phase systems [1], it is
clear that optimizing the performance of a controller in adaptive
regulation must minimize the variance of a plant output signal y and a
control output signal u.

The resulting weighted REACT approach proposed in this paper
allows a trade-off between minimizing output y variance to reduce
time varying disturbances, weighted against the variance of the
ier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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control signal u. It is shown in this paper that the resulting
weighted controller adaptive regulation can be formulated as a
Recursive Least Squares minimization problem in which the feed-
back controller transfer function is parametrized in a Youla–Kucera
parametrization. The use of coprime factorization in the Youla–
Kucera parametrization allows for adaptive regulation for both
stable and unstable plants and controller dynamics, whereas the
proper choice of coprime factorization enables well-defined filter-
ing properties of plant input u and output y signals to reconstruct
a (filtered) disturbance v for adaptive regulation.

The weighted REACT approach is applied to a vibration control
benchmark to demonstrate how the proposed adaptive feedback
regulation can effectively reduce unknown harmonic disturbances.
Plant uncertainty is taken into account by including a frequency
weighting on the control energy. It is shown that a single adaptive
regulation algorithm can handle a wide class of time-varying harmo-
nic disturbances with excellent disturbance rejection properties.
2. Adaptive regulation via recursive convex optimization

2.1. Controller parametrization

A well-known result in controller design and optimization is
the Youla–Kucera parametrization [1] that allows the parametriza-
tion of the class of all stabilizing feedback controllers C for a given
dynamical system G by a single stable dynamical perturbation
Q. The parametrization can be formulated in terms of a right
coprime factorization (rcf) of a model Ĝ and an initial stabilizing
feedback controller Ci. Defining the closed-loop transfer functions

TðC;GÞ ¼ C

I

� �
ðI þ GCÞ−1½G I�

the Youla–Kucera parametrization is as follows.

Definition 1. Youla–Kucera parametrization. Consider the feed-
back connection of a nominal model Ĝ and an initial controller Ci
with TðCi; ĜÞ∈RH∞. All CQ ¼NQD

−1
Q that satisfy TðCQ ; ĜÞ∈RH∞ are

given by the rcf

NQ ¼Ni þ DQ

DQ ¼Di−NQ
; Q∈RH∞

where (N,D) is a rcf of Ĝ and ðNi;DiÞ is a rcf of Ci.

A similar definition can also be given for a left coprime
factorization (lcf) ð ~N ; ~DÞ of Ĝ. The coprime factorization can be
used to formulate internal stability of a feedback connection of C
and G [27] as TðC;GÞ∈RH∞ for internal stability is equivalent to
Λ−1∈RH∞, with Λ¼ ~DDc þ ~NNc . It is also a well-known result that
the Youla–Kucera parameter Q can be varied to find new con-
trollers for the nominal model Ĝ. As long as Q∈RH∞, stability can
be maintained for the feedback of CQ and Ĝ.

For a known (optimal) controller CQ, the stable Youla–Kucera
parameter Q can be computed explicitly via Q ¼D−1ðI þ CQ ĜÞ−1
½CQ−Ci�Di, where coprime factors N;D and ðNi;DiÞ can be computed
via standard state feedback solutions [27]. With a stable model Ĝ, a
trivial choice is obtained for the rcf with N¼ Ĝ, D¼ I for Ĝ, while
Ni¼Ci, Di ¼ I for a stable initial controller Ci. In that case, the adapted
controller CQ will simplify to

CQ ¼ ðCi þ Q ÞðI−ĜQ Þ−1 ð2Þ

where Q must again satisfy Q∈RH∞ due to the Youla–Kucera
parametrization.
2.2. Mixed performance and control optimization

Next to providing a parametrization of all stabilizing control-
lers, the Youla–Kucera parametrization in Definition 1 provides an
another advantage for controller adaptation: all closed-loop
transfer functions are linear in the Youla–Kucera parameter Q.
Considering a feedback system

yðtÞ ¼ ĜuðtÞ þ HeðtÞ
uðtÞ ¼−CQyðtÞ ð3Þ
the weighted REACT approach in this paper aims at minimizing the
weighted two-norm performance measure
��� γuw

y

���
2
; uwðtÞ ¼WðqÞuðtÞ ð4Þ

that measures the combined variance of the performance signal y
(t) and a filtered control signal u given in (3). The filter W(q) is a
user-specified monic stable filter. Monicity of W(q) allows an
additional scalar weighting γ in the weighted two-norm perfor-
mance measure of (4).

The variance of y(t) and u(t) is driven by the noise disturbance
vðtÞ ¼HðqÞeðtÞ, where e(t) is a white noise signal with a variance ν
and ΦvðωÞ ¼ jHðejωÞj2ν would be an unknown and possibly time
varying spectrum of the noise disturbance. The Youla–Kucera
parametrization in Definition 1 allows the weighted two-norm
performance measure of (4) to be written as an affine function of
the stable Youla–Kucera parameter Q. The result is summarized in
the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Consider a nominal model Ĝ and an initial controller Ci
with TðCi; ĜÞ∈RH∞. A controller CQ parametrized according to Defini-
tion 1 that minimizes (4) can be computed by

min
Q∈RH∞

∥W1M22W2 þW1M21QM12W2∥2

where

M22 ¼
Ni

Di

" #
Λ−1
i ½ ~N ~D� ¼ TðCi; ĜÞ

M21 ¼
D

−N

� �

M12 ¼ Λ−1
i ½ ~N ~D� ¼D−1

i ðI þ CiĜÞ−1½Ĝ I�

W1 ¼
−γW 0
0 I

� �
; W2 ¼

0
H

� �

and Λi ¼ ~DDi þ ~NNi∈RH∞.

The proof of Corollary 1 is straightforward by recognizing that
Λi ¼ ~DDi þ ~NNi∈RH∞ and TðCQ ; ĜÞ can be rewritten as

Ni

Di

" #
Λ−1
i ½ ~N ~D� þ D

−N

� �
QΛ−1

i ½ ~N ~D�

so the map from e(t) to ½uwðtÞ yðtÞ�T is given by W1TðCQ ; ĜÞW2. The
affine relation in Q for the minimization of (4) will be exploited in
a (Recursive) Least Squares closed-loop data-based solution in the
weighted REACT algorithm.

2.3. Closed-loop data-based minimization

A data-based solution for minimizing the combined variance of
the performance signal y(t) and a filtered control signal
uwðtÞ ¼WðqÞuðtÞ given in (3) can be formulated based on the
closed-loop data obtained from the feedback system. To enable a
data-based solution, we first write y(t) and uw(t) as an affine
function of Q in the following result.
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Corollary 2. Consider a nominal model Ĝ with a rcf (N;D), an initial
controller Ci with a rcf ðNi;DiÞ and TðCi; ĜÞ∈RH∞. If a controller CQ is
parametrized according to Definition1, then

γuwðtÞ
yðtÞ

" #
¼

−γWNi

Di

" #
wðtÞ− γWD

N

� �
QwðtÞ ð5Þ

where

wðtÞ ¼ Λ−1
i ½ ~N ~D�

−uðtÞ
yðtÞ

" #
ð6Þ

is a filtered closed-loop signal.

The proof of this result is found by first writing
yðtÞ ¼ ĜuðtÞ þ vðtÞ, where Ĝ ¼ ~D

−1 ~N as ~DyðtÞ ¼ ~NuðtÞ þ ~DvðtÞ. With
vðtÞ ¼HeðtÞ, the filtered output noise Λ−1

i
~DvðtÞ can be written as

Λ−1
i

~DHeðtÞ ¼ Λ−1
i

~DyðtÞ−Λ−1
i

~NuðtÞ
Based on this analysis, the filtered closed-loop signal w(t) in (6)
can be defined and it should be noted that w(t) is bounded, as
Λ−1
i ∈RH∞ with TðCi; ĜÞ∈RH∞ and obviously ð ~D; ~NÞ∈RH∞. Using the

affine relation in the Youla–Kucera parameter Q summarized in
Corollary 1 allows us to write

γuwðtÞ
yðtÞ

" #
¼

−γWNi

Di

" #
−

γWD

N

� �
Q

 !
Λ−1
i

~DHeðtÞ

creating the result in (5).
The signal wðtÞ ¼ Λ−1

i
~DHeðtÞ in (6) basically reconstructs a

(closed-loop filtered) disturbance signal vðtÞ ¼HeðtÞ via the
closed-loop signals u(t) and y(t). It can be noted here that the
use of coprime factorizations and the knowledge of a stabilizing
initial controller Ci makes the signal w(t) more general than an
output or equation error observer of the disturbance signal v(t). In
the case Ĝ is stable, one could select Ci¼0 as an initial controller.
With the trivial choices for the coprime factorization ðNi;DiÞ ¼ ð0; IÞ
for Ci¼0 we see that Λi ¼ ~DDi þ ~NNi ¼ ~D and the expression for w
(t) reduces to the output error wðtÞ ¼ yðtÞ−ĜuðtÞ, irrespective of the
coprime factorization ð ~D; ~NÞ of Ĝ. Choosing a non-zero, but stable
controller Ci with the trivial choice ðNi;DiÞ ¼ ðCi; IÞ for the coprime
factorization of Ci and a trivial coprime factorization ð ~D; ~NÞ ¼ ðI; ĜÞ
of a stable Ĝ will lead to Λi ¼ ~DDi þ ~NNi ¼ ðI þ ĜCiÞ. This leads to a
more familiar expression for wðtÞ ¼ ðI þ ĜCiÞ−1yðtÞ−ðI þ ĜCiÞ−1ĜuðtÞ
in which we can recognize the sensitivity function ðI þ ĜCiÞ−1,
making wðtÞ ¼ Λ−1

i
~DHeðtÞ ¼ ðI þ ĜCiÞ−1HeðtÞ a closed-loop filtered

disturbance signal. The additional freedom in the choice of
coprime factorizations can be exploited to influence the scaling
and filtering of the signal w(t).

By allowing a parametrization of Q ðθÞ, the error signal

εðt; θÞ ¼
−γWNi

Di

" #
wðtÞ− γWD

N

� �
Q ðθÞwðtÞ ð7Þ

will be linear in the parameter θ if and only if Q ðθÞ∈RH∞ is
parameterized linearly in the parameter θ. An obvious choice for
Q ðθÞ∈RH∞∀θ that is parametrized linearly in θ would be a (finite
dimensional) FIR model

Q ðq; θÞ ¼ b0 þ ∑
k−1

k ¼ 0
bkþ1q

−k−1; θ¼ ½b0 b1 ⋯ bk �T ð8Þ

of order k. This parameterization of Q ðq; θÞ allows a convex
optimization of (4) over θ due to the fact that

��� γuw

y

���
2
¼ lim

N-∞

1
N

∑
N

t ¼ 1
εðt; θÞTεðt; θÞ

¼
��� −γWNi

Di

" #
wðtÞ− γWD

N

� �
Q ðθÞwðtÞ

���
2

ð9Þ
using Parseval's theorem [17]. In conclusion, a closed-loop data-
based convex optimization of the parameter θ in the controller
perturbation Q ðq; θÞ can be formulated, with εðt; θÞ given in (7) and
depending solely on the filtered closed-loop signal w(t) given in
(6) and the known rcf ðNi;DiÞ of the initial controller Ci and the
known rcf (N,D) of the nominal model Ĝ.

Finally, it should be noted that the parametrization of Q ðq; θÞ in (8)
will not limit the shape and size of jQ ðejω; θÞj, possibly leading to a
high frequency gain due to the freedom in the FIR filter. The
parametrization of Q ðq; θÞ can be extended with a fixed stable
denominator to allow for additional filtering and limit the control to
a specific frequency range. Additionally, with information on desirable
pole locations for Q ðq; θÞ, a parametrization using rational orthogonal
basis function [11] can be used, as linearity and stability are preserved.
In this paper we left these options open and assumed no information
on desirable frequency range and/or pole locations in Q ðq; θÞ.

2.4. Recursive solutions

To anticipate changes in the spectrum ΦvðωÞ, the combined
variance of the performance signal y(t) and a filtered control signal
uw(t) is computed only over a finite number of time samples. The
finite time computation is used to formulate a Recursive Least
Squares (RLS) solution.

For a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system (with ~D ¼D and
~N ¼N) the expression of the error signal in (7) can be simplified to
εðt; θÞ ¼ yf ðtÞ−diagfQ ðθÞguf ðtÞ where Q ðθÞ is now a scalar FIR trans-
fer function as in (8) and

diagfQ ðθÞg ¼
Q ðθÞ 0
0 Q ðθÞ

" #

and yf(t) denotes the filtered output and uf(t) denotes the filtered
input signals

yf ðtÞ ¼
−γWNi

Di

" #
wðtÞ; uf ðtÞ ¼

γWD

N

� �
wðtÞ

wðtÞ ¼ D
Λi

yðtÞ− N
Λi

uðtÞ ð10Þ

To formulate a recursive solution for the minimization

θ̂ t ¼min
θ

1
t

∑
t

τ ¼ 0
εðτ; θÞTεðτ; θÞ;

εðt; θÞ ¼ yf ðtÞ−diagfQ ðθÞguf ðtÞ ð11Þ

for a linearly parametrized scalar Q ðq; θÞ, the error εðt; θÞ can be
written in a linear regression form

εðt; θÞ ¼ yf ðtÞ−ϕðtÞTθ∈R2�1 with

ϕðtÞT ¼ ½uf ðtÞ uf ðt−1Þ ⋯ uf ðt−kÞ�∈R2�kþ1

θ¼ ½b0 b1 ⋯ bk �T∈Rkþ1�1

where the regressor ϕðtÞ contains past and/or filtered versions of
the input signal uf(t).

A standard RLS update algorithm [17,10] can be summarized by
the three iterative steps of an a posteriori prediction error update

εðt; θ̂ t−1Þ ¼ yðtÞ−ϕðtÞT θ̂ t−1 ð12Þ
a time weighted covariance update

Pt ¼ Pt−1−Pt−1ϕðtÞ½ϕðtÞTPt−1ϕðtÞ þ I2�2�−1ϕðtÞTPt−1 ð13Þ
a parameter update

θ̂ t ¼ θ̂ t−1 þ PðtÞϕðtÞεðt; θ̂ t−1Þ ð14Þ
and initialized at t¼1 by θ0 ¼ 0 and P0 ¼ μI, μ⪢1. Typically, one
chooses μ to be a large number to allow for fast and aggressive
initial parameter updates [17].
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Unfortunately, the standard RLS formulation as given above
suffers from two main drawbacks: (a) Choosing a large value of
μ⪢1 to allow for fast initial parameter updates θt causes a large
volatility in θt−θt−1 during the initial parameter updates and (b) for
μ⪢1, limt-∞ Pt ¼ 0, causing the parameter updates to converge to a
stationary point limt-∞θt ¼ θ⋆. Item (a) is problematic, since the
parameter θt is used directly in the controller perturbation Q ðq; θtÞ
and causes large volatility in the controller updates CQ and the
resulting control signal uðtÞ ¼ −CQyðtÞ, possibly saturating or
destabilizing the time varying control system.

To address drawback (a), the controller perturbation Q ðq; ~θ tÞ is
updated with a parameter ~θ t that is a time-filtered version of the
estimated parameter θ̂ t according to

~θ t ¼ ð1−δÞθ̂ t þ δ ~θ t−1 ð15Þ

where 0≤δo1. The closer δ is to 1, the more filtering and the
slower the parameter ~θ t is adjusted due to step-wise changes in θ̂ t .
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Fig. 1. Amplitude Bode response of the estimated frequency response (dotted line)
and estimated 14th order model Ĝ (solid line).
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Fig. 2. Nominal performance evaluation of the initial controller Ci via the
amplitude Bode response of the sensitivity ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1 (top, solid/red line) and
the input sensitivity Cið1þ ĜCiÞ−1 (bottom, solid/blue line). (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
It allows for smooth controller parameter updates, despite a large
initialization of the parameter covariance matrix P0.

To address drawback (b), a regularization is added to the time
weighted covariance update Pt in (13) according to

Pt ¼ Pt−1 þ λ0I−Pt−1ϕðtÞ½ϕðtÞTPt−1ϕðtÞ þ I2�2�−1ϕðtÞTPt−1 ð16Þ
where λ040. The regularization has a close relation to Kalman
filtering updates when parameters are time varying [17] and
ensure Pt40, even as t-∞. This means that the parameter
estimate θt will not converge to a stationary point, and is able to
change at any time t in case there is a change in the spectrum
ΦvðωÞ ¼ jHðejωÞj2ν of the noise disturbance vðtÞ ¼HeðtÞ.

2.5. Dealing with model uncertainty

The Youla–Kucera parametrization as given in Definition 1
assumes no modelling error or uncertainty on the model dynamics
Ĝ to ensure stability of the newly tuned or perturbed controller CQ.
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Fig. 3. Additive uncertainty robust stability test by evaluation of (22) over the
frequency grid ωk; k¼ 0;1;…;N=2 in (21).
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of the amplitude Bode response of the ΔðωkÞ as given in (19)
(dotted/blue line) and amplitude Bode response of the control input weighting
filter W (solid/magenta line). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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As a result, the only requirement for stability robustness is the
stability of the Youla–Kucera parameter Q. In case of discrepancy
between a nominal model Ĝ and the actual plant dynamics G, an
additional constraint on the actual “size” of Q will have to be
imposed to guarantee stability robustness. Following the ideas of a
double-Youla parametrization [19], uncertainty on the model
dynamics Ĝ can also written in a coprime framework. This allows
a clear computation of the upper bound on the size of the Youla–
Kucera Q in the (weighted) REACT algorithm. The results are
summarized as a corollary here [7].
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Corollary 3. Consider a nominal model Ĝ of a system G and an initial
controller Ci with TðCi; ĜÞ∈RH∞ and TðCi;GÞ∈RH∞. Let P be the set of
models given by

P ¼ fPjP ¼ ðN þ DiΔÞðD−NiΔÞ−1;

where ∥V−1Δ∥∞ ≤1g ð17Þ

where (N,D) is a rcf of Ĝ, ðNi;DiÞ is a rcf of Ci and V over-bounds the
model error Δ¼D−1

i ðI þ GCÞ−1½G−Ĝ�D. A controller CQ ¼NQD
−1
Q with
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Table 1

Performance and transient results for a Level 1 SST with k ¼ 29 in (8).

Freq. GA DA MA TN RN TM α

(Hz) (dB) (dB) (dB@Hz) (10−3 V2) (10−3 V2) (mV) (–)

Simulation
50 33.64 40.99 4.29@67.19 22.09 3.99 19.26 1.0409
55 33.19 37.68 4.45@71.88 21.82 4.23 21.64 1.0389
60 32.86 35.78 4.43@46.88 20.62 4.39 21.17 1.0287
65 33.06 34.71 4.62@112.50 17.23 4.36 18.30 1.0212
70 33.30 34.07 4.47@31.25 12.39 4.30 19.04 1.0173
75 33.78 33.61 4.36@31.25 10.88 4.15 19.99 1.019
80 34.03 33.13 4.73@104.70 14.39 3.99 21.45 1.0355
85 33.80 32.53 4.56@109.40 21.73 3.96 23.73 1.0514
90 31.65 30.89 5.27@112.50 25.13 4.17 27.46 1.0306
95 23.10 25.23 6.35@129.70 19.49 4.97 32.01 1.0137

Experiment
50 36.53 40.31 12.97@131.30 40.45 5.36 21.33 0.9092
55 34.69 36.70 8.65@132.80 30.68 4.86 22.59 0.91322
60 34.26 35.06 10.72@132.80 31.58 4.53 22.58 1.1945
65 29.69 33.57 19.96@134.40 22.36 6.32 19.10 1.0436
70 28.79 32.73 13.72@134.40 19.86 6.00 20.37 1.0849
75 24.50 31.79 25.51@135.90 11.17 8.94 17.91 0.89367
80 24.92 31.24 24.72@135.90 9.94 8.05 20.06 0.80793
85 28.83 30.21 14.45@137.50 8.75 4.89 18.86 0.97769
90 22.19 28.03 23.63@135.90 12.83 9.39 22.53 0.58935
95 23.05 23.60 10.66@103.10 17.61 6.65 22.81 1.0459

Table 2

Performance and transient results for a Level 1 SCFT experiments with k ¼ 29 in (8).

S# Freq. TN TM
(Hz) (10−3 V2) (mV)
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a rcf

NQ ¼Ni þ DQ

DQ ¼Di−NQ ; ð18Þ
satisfies TðCQ ; PÞ∈RH∞∀P∈P if and only if Q∈RH∞ and ∥QV∥∞o1.

The proof of Corollary 3 follows the arguments of the small gain
theorem [27,7] and indicates that ∥Q ðθÞV∥∞o1 for a constant θ is a
necessary and sufficient to stabilize all plants P contained in the
set P defined in (17). The result in Corollary 3 indicates that next
to the stability requirement on Q mentioned in Definition 1, there
is now also a ‘size’ constraint on Q measured by an H∞-norm.
If there is no uncertainty, V¼0 and only the requirement on the
stability of Q remains according to Definition 1. It should be noted
that the robust stability result only holds for a constant parameter
θ in Q ðθÞ. Limiting the rate of change in the parameter ~θ t for the
actual update of Q ð ~θ tÞ via the filtering in (15) contributes to the
stability robustness of the algorithm.

Although the uncertainty Δ on the model in (17) looks more
complicated than a standard unstructured additive or multiplica-
tive uncertainty, it is nothing else than a bound on the unstruc-
tured uncertainty on a closed-loop transfer function. In fact, if the
system dynamics G was known, Δ can be computed exactly via

Δ¼D−1
i ðI þ GCÞ−1½G−Ĝ�D ð19Þ

The so-called dual-Youla coprime factor uncertainty
P ¼ ðN þ DiΔÞðD−NiΔÞ−1, Δ∈RH∞ in (17) has a major advantage: it
can describe unstructured uncertainty on both stable and unstable
systems. As such, it even allows poles to perturb across the
imaginary axis (or unit circle in discrete-time systems).

The presence of model uncertainty ΔðωÞ bounded by a fre-
quency dependent function VðωÞ would require a constrained
minimization

min
θ

∥εðt; θÞ∥2; subject to

��� b0 þ ∑
k−1

k ¼ 0
bkþ1e

−ðkþ1Þjω
 !

VðejωÞ
���o1 ð20Þ

with εðt; θÞ given in (7). The quadratic minimization subject to an
amplitude constraint in (20) can be written in a quadratically
constraint quadratic programming (QCQP) problem, when evalu-
ating the amplitude constraint over a dense frequency grid. The
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of the open loop (dashed black line) and closed-loop
(red line) Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimates of the converged output signal in
case of a Level 1 SST. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
QCQP problem may be solved via Semi Definite Programming
(SDP) and specialized software for second order cone program-
ming [4] can be used to solve the QCQP off-line.

Stability during adaptation can be enforced explicitly if the
QCQP can be solved in real-time. Instead, we use a RLS solution
that has been extended with a weighting filter γWðqÞ on the
control signal u. Choosing γjWðqejωÞj to be large in a particular
frequency region will implicitly control the size of jQ ðejωÞj to satisfy
Simulation
S1 60-70 13.70 17.58

70-60 13.23 14.40
60-50 21.65 16.11
50-60 21.18 19.15

S2 75-85 16.19 15.12
85-75 13.11 15.01
75-65 14.06 13.89
65-75 15.62 14.84

S3 85-95 12.20 17.87
95-85 19.34 24.34
85-75 13.96 15.92
75-85 12.71 14.68

Experiment
S1 60-70 27.95 20.32

70-60 22.62 17.87
60-50 31.29 17.87
50-60 22.56 23.80

S2 75-85 18.38 15.71
85-75 23.38 16.16
75-65 22.68 19.83
65-75 32.33 16.93

S3 85-95 15.02 16.90
95-85 24.86 19.86
85-75 24.35 13.74
75-85 18.29 17.41
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∥Q ðejω; θÞVðejωÞ∥∞o1 ∀ω. For the benchmark problem it will be
shown that the weighting function W will be chosen according to
the shape of the model uncertainty Δ given in (19).
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Fig. 9. Amplitude Bode response of the sensitivity ð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 (top, dashed/red
line) and input sensitivity CðQ Þð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 (bottom, dashed/blue line) due to
adaptive regulation at t¼15sec for the Level 2 SST simulation. The amplitude Bode
responses are compared with the initial sensitivity ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1 and input sensitivity
Cið1þ ĜCiÞ−1 (solid lines) given earlier in Fig. 2. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
3. Application to vibration benchmark

3.1. Summary of benchmark

The mechanical test bed of the benchmark on adaptive regula-
tion [13,14] is used to verify the proposed weighted REACT
algorithm for adaptive regulation of disturbances. Disturbances
enter the mechanical system via a Primary Path (PP) actuator,
while feedback control can be done via a Secondary Path (SP)
actuator. Only an approximate model of the SP actuator is used,
the dynamics of the PP actuator is assumed to be unknown during
the weighted REACT algorithm for adaptive regulation. The bench-
mark problem requires adaptive regulation of multiple unknown
and time-varying harmonic disturbances in the range between 50
and 100 Hz at different levels of complexity.

The levels of complexity in the benchmark are distinguished by
the number of harmonic disturbances that may be present at any
given time, varying from a single frequency sinusoidal disturbance
(Level 1) to sinusoidal disturbances with three distinct frequencies
(Level 3). For each level of complexity we also consider different
time-varying effects of the disturbance. Simple Step Test (SST)
experiments are used to study the performance of the adaptive
regulation in case the disturbances is applied in a step-wise
fashion. In our Step Changes in Frequencies Test (SCFT) experi-
ments, the frequency contents of the harmonic disturbances varies
multiple times in a step-wise fashion. Finally, Chirp Test (CT)
experiments are used to inspect the performance of the weighted
REACT in case the frequency contents of the (multiple) harmonic
disturbances change linearly up and down during the experiment.
More details on the different levels of complexity and performance
measures for the adaptive regulation can be found in the descrip-
tion of the vibration benchmark at [13].
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harmonic disturbances and the maximum values of the output signal in closed-loop are
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3.2. Plant dynamics and initial controller design

As indicated before, only a model Ĝ of the SP actuator is used in
the weighted REACT algorithm, e.g. the PP actuator is assumed to
be unknown and its frequency response is part of the spectral
contents of the unknown disturbance dynamics. For estimation of
the model Ĝ, open loop measurements fu; yg of the SP actuator
sampled at 800 Hz are used. Experiment design was outside the
scope of the benchmark problem and an open-loop input u(t)
consisting of four periodically applied Pseudo Binary Sequences of
N¼2046 data points was applied to the SP actuator. The periodic
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input signal allows direct Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT)
UðωkÞ; k¼ 0;1;…;N=2, over a single period of N¼2046 data points
without initial- and end-condition effects. Computing the DTFT
YlðωkÞ of the output y(t) over the four different periods l¼ 1;…;4
allows the computation of an averaged Empirical Transfer Func-
tion Estimate (ETFE)

GðωkÞ ¼
1
4
∑4

l ¼ 1YlðωkÞ
UðωkÞ

ð21Þ

as an estimate of the frequency response GðωkÞ∈C of the SP
actuator. Knowing that disturbances will be in the range from 50
to 100 Hz, an approximate model Ĝ of the SP actuator is created
based on standard frequency domain curve fitting. Choosing a
frequency dependent weighting function FðωkÞ that emphasizes
50–100 Hz frequency range, a discrete-time model Ĝ ¼ Gðq; θ̂Þ is
estimated by minimizing

θ̂ ¼ arg min
θ

∑
N=2

k ¼ 0
jðGðωkÞ−Gðejωk ; θÞÞFðωkÞj2

using an iterative least squares optimization routine [26]. A trade-
off is made between model order to facilitate real-time imple-
mentation and the resulting model error in the frequency domain.
In order to capture some of the main resonance modes in the SP
actuator, a 14th order model Ĝ is estimated via the curve fitting
and the results are summarized in Fig. 1. It can be observed that
the SP actuator has several resonance modes in the range
0–400 Hz (Nyquist frequency). Approximations and thus model-
ling errors are present at most of the resonance modes and the
effect of a poorly damped non-minimum phase zero around 98 Hz
has been captured in the model.

The proposed adaptive regulation algorithm can include the
knowledge of a possible initial controller Ci. Although Ci can
be chosen to be zero as the plant G and the model Ĝ are stable,
the model Ĝ is used to design an initial stable discrete-time
controller Ci via a standard H2 control design [27]. Without
knowledge (yet) of the disturbance v(t) that will act on the
feedback system, the initial controller Ci is designed to minimize
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(4) in the presence of a white noise disturbance signal v(t). It is
clear that the initial controller Ci will be far from optimal for the
actual disturbances seen in the benchmark problem. A final step in
the design of Ci is reducing the controller order. Via truncation of a
balanced state space realization, while monitoring stability of the
closed-loop system TðCi; ĜÞ and the shape of the sensitivity
function ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1, the order of the initial controller Ci could be
reduced to order 11.

For a final check of the initial controller Ci, it should be verified
that Ci also stabilizes the actual plant G (SP actuator), as
TðCi;GÞ∈RH∞ is required for the Youla–Kucera parametrization.
Without any knowledge of a stabilizing controller for the actual
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Table 4

Performance and transient results for Level 2 SCFT experiments with k ¼ 29 in (8).

S# Freq. TN TM
(Hz) (10−3 V2) (mV)

Simulation
S1 55;75-60;80 13.76 18.94

60;80-55;75 14.19 17.24
55;75-50;70 19.14 17.72
50;70-55;75 17.62 19.34

S2 70;90-75;95 16.23 20.59
75;95-70;90 20.06 24.38
70;90-65;85 15.16 19.23
65;85-70;90 14.22 16.67

Experiment
S1 55;75-60;80 19.10 18.62

60;80-55;75 21.55 18.62
55;75-50;70 42.09 22.29
50;70-55;75 47.26 26.73

S2 70;90-75;95 25.76 13.70
75;95-70;90 34.91 20.62
70;90-65;85 23.62 18.60
65;85-70;90 33.15 18.60
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plant G, the double-Youla parametrization in Corollary 3 cannot be
applied and one has to resort to an open-loop based robust
stability test. Using the small gain theorem [27] with an additive
model uncertainty description ΔaðωÞ ¼ GðωÞ−ĜðωÞ and the fact that
ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1∈RH, a sufficient test for stability of TðCi;GÞ is given by
the Frequency Domain Inequality (FDI)���ΔaðωÞ

CiðωÞ
1þ ĜðωÞCiðωÞ

���o1 ∀ω ð22Þ

For the proper evaluation of the FDI, ΔaðωÞ could be overbounded
by a stable and stably invertible discrete-time filter and compute
the value of the left hand side of (22) via an H∞ norm. A good
(qualitative) indication of the stability robustness properties of Ci
applied on the actual plant G can also be obtained by computing
the left hand side of (22) over the dense frequency grid
ωk; k¼ 0;1;…;N=2 for which we have frequency domain measure-
ments of GðωkÞ in (21).

The results on the nominal performance and robust stability of
the initial controller Ci are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. It can be
observed from the Amplitude Bode response of the sensitivity
function ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1 in Fig. 2 that the initial controller gives little
initial disturbance rejection in the frequency range between 50
and 100 Hz and that adaptation must be used to improve (har-
monic) disturbance rejection. The robust stability test in Fig. 3
indicates that the initial controller Ci does stabilize the plant,
allowing the application of the double-Youla parametrization in
Corollary 3.

3.3. Design choices in weighted REACT

The filtered signals uf and yf in (10) are obtained by choosing
the rcf (N,D) of Ĝ and the rcf ðNi;DiÞ of Ci as normalized coprime
factorizations [27]. The choice of normalized coprime factoriza-
tions has two main advantages. Firstly, the dynamics of the filters
used in the operation in (10) is determined by the closed-loop
poles of the feedback connection TðCi; ĜÞ due to the presence of Λi

and the poles of the coprime factors (N,D) and ðNi;DiÞ. Choosing
the coprime factors normalized makes sure the filters for the two
signals uf and yf are scaled similarly. Secondly, the additional poles
in the coprime factors Di and D shape the dual-Youla coprime
factor uncertainty Δ in (19) to account for controller and plant
dynamics.

To facilitate real-time implementation, the controller perturba-
tion Q ðθÞ is parameterized as (8) with k ¼ 29. Choosing k larger
allows more freedom in adapting the controller CQ, especially for
multiple harmonic disturbances at higher level of complexity of
Table 3

Performance and transient results for Level 2 SST with k ¼ 29 in (8).

Freq. GA DA MA

(Hz) (dB) (dB) (dB@Hz)

Simulation
50;70 38.51 39.15;33.13 6.11@31.25
55;75 38.43 36.78;32.70 6.15@129.70
60;80 38.33 34.53;32.14 7.17@48.44
65;85 37.73 33.55;31.29 8.72@104.70
70;90 37.08 33.48;30.12 7.28@109.40
75;95 33.20 32.68;23.92 8.70@103.10

Experiment
50;70 36.96 36.41;31.44 11.05@90.63
55;75 34.79 35.46;30.59 16.29@132.80
60;80 33.73 33.69;29.69 17.83@134.40
65;85 28.29 29.04;26.64 14.61@132.80
70;90 27.13 30.13;24.30 21.29@103.10
75;95 23.09 29.71;19.80 24.59@132.80
the benchmark. For the real-time implementation sampled at
800 Hz, the size of k was limited to k ¼ 29 by the available
computational power to implement the recursive estimation of
the parameter θ̂ t via the three computational steps outlines in
(12), (16) and (14).

With the frequency domain measurements GðωkÞ in (21),
knowledge of the initial controller Ci with its rcf ðNi;DiÞ and the
model Ĝ with its rcf (N,D), the dual-Youla coprime factor uncer-
tainty ΔðωkÞ in (19) can be evaluated over the frequency grid
ωk; k¼ 0;1;…;N=2. It will provide information on the allowable
size of the controller perturbation Q ðejωk ; θÞ parametrized by the
FIR filter in (8) due to a size constraint

min
θ

∥εðt; θÞ∥2; subject to����� b0 þ ∑
k−1

k ¼ 0
bkþ1e

−ðkþ1Þjωk

 !
Δðejωk Þ

�����o1

similar to (20).
To ensure that the controller CQ is robust against unmodelled

dynamics above 150 Hz in Ĝ, the size of Q ðejωk ; θÞ is bounded
implicity via the weighting function W used for measuring the
norm of the weighted control signal uw in (4). The monic filter W
TN RN TM α

(10−3 V2) (10−3 V2) (mV) (–)

37.54 4.59 26.39 1.0006
37.77 4.70 31.33 1.0012
40.13 4.73 35.35 1.0298
60.46 5.02 38.14 1.0184
45.75 4.96 40.17 1.0036
38.35 5.92 44.29 0.99795

69.99 8.04 36.03 1.0671
47.19 7.97 30.14 1.0659
41.83 8.00 28.92 0.85115
61.29 13.20 31.17 0.71995
42.02 13.52 34.83 0.80419
51.50 19.33 36.06 0.63188
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Fig. 13. Amplitude Bode response of the sensitivity ð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 (top, dashed/red
line) and input sensitivity CðQ Þð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 (bottom, dashed/blue line) due to
adaptive regulation at t¼15 s for the Level 3 SST simulation. The amplitude Bode
responses are compared with the initial sensitivity ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1 and input sensitivity
Cið1þ ĜCiÞ−1 (solid lines) given earlier in Fig. 2. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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in (4) is chosen as

WðqÞ ¼ q4−1:57q3 þ 1:276q2−0:4844qþ 0:0762
q4 þ 2:8q3 þ 2:94q2 þ 1:372qþ 0:2401

ð23Þ

representing a 4th order high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency
at 150 Hz, a DC-gain of −30 dB and a gain of 50 dB at the Nyquist
frequency of 400 Hz. An amplitude Bode plot of ΔðωkÞ in (19)
evaluated over the available frequency grid and the chosen 4th
filter Wðejωk Þ in (23) are summarized in Fig. 4. To further limit the
control signal during adaptation, the value of γ is set to γ ¼ 1:4. The
choice of γ ¼ 1:4 is confirmed with simulation results and ensured
that the control signal u(t) remains within the bounds of 70:5 V
during adaptation. These choices for W and γ will be kept the same
during all adaptive regulation experiments of CQ.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that ΔðωkÞ is smaller in the range
10–100 Hz and W is chosen to be small in that same frequency
range. The high-pass character of W will avoid a large Q ðejωk ; θÞ for
higher frequencies during controller adaptation. Clearly, choosing
a weighting W and using a 2-norm minimization in (4) will not
guarantee ∥Q ðθÞΔ∥∞o1, but the weighting W does give a handle on
the size of the controller perturbation Q ðθÞ during adaptive
regulation.

To avoid effects of the initial parameter conditions during
adaptation, the controller CQ ð ~θ tÞ is updated with the filtered
parameter ~θ t in (15). For the recursive adaptation with the
weighted REACT, a fixed initialization is chosen with θ̂ t ¼ 0 and
P0 ¼ μI, μ¼ 104 and δ¼ 0:995 in (15) and λ0 ¼ 2 in (16) at 800 Hz
sampling. The choice of δ¼ 0:995 for the filtering of the parameter
estimates will smoothen the volatility when the adaptive regula-
tion controller is initialized and/or adjusted to reduce periodic
disturbances with sudden jumps in the frequency content. The
value of λ0 ¼ 2 allows for reasonable fast perturbations of the
parameter update θ̂ t in case of sudden jumps in the disturbance
spectra, while allowing small enough perturbations of the para-
meter update θ̂ t during convergence. The initialization at θ0 ¼ 0
allows the controller CQ to start at the initial controller Ci, while a
large value of μ¼ 104 allows fast parameter updates at the start of
the adaptation.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of open loop (blue) and closed-loop (red) output time sequen
the harmonic disturbances and the maximum values of the output signal in closed-loop a
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3.4. Simulation and real-time results for Level 1 experiments

For the initial evaluation of the weighted REACT algorithm, a
harmonic disturbance with only one frequency (Level 1) in the
range 50–95 Hz is applied at an unknown time. During the
absence and presence of the harmonic disturbance, the controller
CQ is required to regulate itself to minimize the criteria in (4). The
typical performance and transient effects of the weighted REACT
algorithm during a simulation are summarized in Fig. 5, where
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both a Simple Step Test (SST), Step Changes in Frequencies Test
(STFT) and a Chirp Test (CT) are used as harmonic disturbances.
The simulation results are based on models for the Primary Path
(PP) and Secondary Path (SP) actuators provided by the bench-
mark [13] and indicate excellent disturbance reduction with
transient durations that are typically less than 0.5 s.

Real-time implementation of the weighted REACT algorithm on
the vibration benchmark shows good agreement between simula-
tion and experimental results, as indicated in Fig. 6. This is also
confirmed by the Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimate of the
controlled output signal in the SST experiment depicted in Fig. 7
for a Level 1 disturbance. The spectral analysis that reveals
excellent disturbance rejection of the 75 Hz harmonics, but also
shows an amplification in neighboring frequencies. It also shows
that the choice of the high pass filter W(q) in (23) limits the
control energy with no observable amplification of the PSD above
150 Hz. As noted before, additional modifications of the filter W(q)
or extending the parametrization of Q ðq; θÞ with a fixed stable
denominator will allow for additional limitations of the control to
a specific frequency range.

Similar results are also obtained for other harmonic distur-
bances with only one frequency (Level 1) in the range 50–95 Hz. A
summary of the performance and transient effects for the different
Level 1 disturbances is summarized in Tables 1 and 2 by the
following parameters.

Definition 2. Let yol be the open-loop (no control) output signal
and ycl be the closed-loop (with adaptive control) output signal.
Furthermore, let Li¼4001 indicate the first sample and Le¼16 000
indicate the last sample for which the disturbance was present at
the SST. Using 3 s of data at 800 Hz sampling, the global perfor-
mance is measured via the global attenuation

GA ¼ 20 log10
∑Le

t ¼ Le−2400yolðtÞ
2

∑Le
t ¼ Le−2400yclðtÞ

2

The specific Disturbance Attenuation DA is defined by the reduc-
tion of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimate at the frequen-
cies of the disturbance (see for example Fig. 7 at 75 Hz). The
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Fig. 14. Experimental results of open loop (blue) and closed-loop (red) output time seque
the harmonic disturbances and the maximum values of the output signal in closed-loop a
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
parameter MA is defined as the maximum change in amplification
of any other frequencies in the PSD. The size of the residual is
measured by the residual norm RN ¼∑Le

t ¼ Le−2400yclðtÞ
2. Transient

effects are characterized by inspecting the transient norm
TN ¼∑Liþ2400

t ¼ Li
yclðtÞ2 and the maximum value TM ¼maxt jyclðtÞj dur-

ing transient. Finally, the transient ratio α is defined as

α¼ ∑8001
t ¼ 5601yclðtÞ2

∑16 001
t ¼ 13 601yclðtÞ2

measuring the ratio of norm of the residuals respectively between
7 and 10 s, and between 17 and 20 s at 800 Hz sampling.

The results in the tables indicate that for a Level 1 disturbance
on average a 30 dB reduction of the disturbance is obtained, except
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for the 95 Hz harmonic disturbance that is close to the undamped
zero at 98 Hz in the SP actuator. The results in the tables indicate
that the adaptive regulation with the weighted REACT can handle
all possible combinations of a (single) harmonic disturbance in the
experiments with a good converge as indicated by αo1:2 for all
simulation and experiments. A value for α smaller than 1.2 indi-
cates that specifications for transient duration are satisfied due to
convergence within 2 s. A 30 dB reduction of the single periodic
disturbance is obtained on average, while limiting amplification to
less than 6.35 dB over the whole frequency range in simulation.
During the experiments slightly smaller disturbance rejection and
larger amplifications around 130 Hz were observed, most likely
caused by the larger model uncertainty at this frequency, while
not limiting the control energy with the control weighting func-
tion W at this frequency.
Table 6

Performance and transient results for Level 3 SCFT experiments with k ¼ 29 in (8).

S# Freq. TN TM
(Hz) (10−3 V2) (mV)

Simulation
S1 55;70; 85-60;75; 90 23.07 19.26

60;75; 90-55;70; 85 22.91 26.22
55;70; 85-50;65; 80 29.69 23.00
50;65; 80-55;70; 85 23.63 25.93

S2 60;75; 90-65;80; 95 35.99 29.37
65;80; 95-60;75; 90 35.86 35.84
60;75; 90-55;70; 85 21.65 29.15
55;70; 85-60;75; 90 24.06 21.67

Experiment
S1 55;70; 85-60;75; 90 193.52 20.69

60;75; 90-55;70; 85 109.16 25.88
55;70; 85-50;65; 80 102.84 31.72
50;65; 80-55;70; 85 162.39 20.98

S2 60;75; 90-65;80; 95 149.66 25.61
65;80; 95-60;75; 90 229.21 25.61
60;75; 90-55;70; 85 110.92 27.09
55;70; 85-60;75; 90 183.66 23.16
3.5. Simulation and real-time results for Level 2 experiments

To illustrate the effectiveness of the weighted REACT algorithm
for two simultaneous harmonic disturbances, a typical simulation
result for a Level 2 frequency disturbance is depicted in Fig. 8.

The adaptive regulation results with the weighted REACT for
other Level 2 disturbance in the frequency range of 50–95 Hz look
very similar to Fig. 8 with an excellent suppression of the
sinusoidal disturbance down to the noise level of the experiment.
The adaptive regulation of the harmonic disturbance can also be
demonstrated by the computation of the (input) sensitivity func-
tions ð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 and CðQ Þð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 and are given in Fig. 9.
Comparing with the initial sensitivity function ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1 and
input sensitivity function Cið1þ ĜCiÞ−1 given earlier in Fig. 2, the
adaptive regulation with Q ¼Q ðθ̂ tÞ at t¼15 s for the SST simulation
has automatically created two notches in the frequency response
of the sensitivity function ð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 to reduce the harmonic
disturbances. The high-pass frequency weighting γWðqÞ on the
control signal ensures that the input sensitivity function
CðQ Þð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 decreases at higher frequencies.

Typical real-time implementation results of the weighted
REACT algorithm on the vibration benchmark are summarized in
Fig. 10. Disturbance rejection can be confirmed by the spectral
analysis of the controlled output signal in the SST experiment
depicted in Fig. 11 for a Level 2 disturbance. The spectral analysis
that reveals excellent disturbance rejection of the two harmonics,
but also shows an amplification in neighboring frequencies and no
observable amplification of the PSD above 150 Hz due to the
chosen input weighting filterW(q). A summary of the performance
and transient effects for the different Level 2 disturbances is
summarized in Tables 3 and 4, indicating again on average 30 dB
disturbance rejection, expect for a 95 Hz harmonic contribution.
Table 5

Performance and transient results for Level 3 SST with k ¼ 29 in (8).

Freq. GA DA MA

(Hz) (dB) (dB) (dB@Hz)

Simulation
50;65;80 36.14 26.43;22.48;27.15 13.35@104.70
55;70;85 36.86 29.88;25.15;28.93 11.48@104.70
60;75;90 33.81 26.88;22.03;25.06 12.61@112.50
65;80;95 29.14 21.76;20.20;14.89 14.16@114.10

Experiment
50;65;80 24.02 27.19;7.84;24.53 21.93@103.10
55;70;85 21.64 24.90;7.71;19.79 20.99@103.10
60;75;90 13.76 25.91;3.14;19.96 22.76@132.80
65;80;95 15.70 23.48;12.11;4.68 24.34@137.50
Similar smaller disturbance rejection and larger amplifications
around 130 Hz were observed during the experiments.
3.6. Simulation and real-time results for Level 3 experiments

To complete the benchmark analysis, the simulation results for
a Level 3 with three harmonic disturbances are depicted in Fig. 12.

The excellent suppression of the sinusoidal disturbance down
to the noise level can again be demonstrated by the computation
of the (input) sensitivity functions ð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 and
CðQ Þð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 and given in Fig. 13. Comparing with the initial
sensitivity function ð1þ ĜCiÞ−1 given in Fig. 2, the adaptive
regulation has now created three notches in the frequency
response of the sensitivity function ð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 to reduce the
harmonic disturbance at t¼15 for the SST simulation. Again the
high-pass frequency weighting γWðqÞ on the control signal
ensures the input sensitivity function CðQ Þð1þ ĜCðQ ÞÞ−1 decreases
at higher frequencies.

The real-time implementation results of the weighted REACT
algorithm for a Level 3 disturbance are summarized in Fig. 14.
Disturbance rejection can be confirmed by the spectral analysis of
the controlled output signal in the SCFT experiments depicted in
Fig. 15 for a Level 3 disturbance. The spectral analysis of the
controlled output signal in the SST depicted in Fig. 15 shows
partial disturbance rejection of the three harmonic disturbances,
with a similar amplification in neighboring frequencies. The partial
TN RN TM α

(10−3 V2) (10−3 V2) (mV) (–)

79.12 9.07 46.34 1.0391
93.82 8.30 51.86 0.96486
95.94 11.19 55.63 0.97871
97.04 16.10 58.55 0.97945

160.26 47.74 40.99 1.5759
119.40 52.02 43.46 0.80835
164.44 115.66 57.02 1.1032
150.17 82.79 53.28 1.0719
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disturbance rejection is caused by the weighting of the control
energy during the adaptation, trading off the amount of control
energy available for disturbance rejection. A summary of the
performance and transient effects for the different Level 3 dis-
turbances is summarized in Tables 5 and 6, indicating smaller
disturbance rejection of all three harmonic disturbances, while
one of the three harmonic disturbances had limited rejection in
the experimental results.

3.7. Conclusions

The weighted Robust Estimation and Automatic Controller
Tuning (REACT) uses coprime factorization of a model and an
initial controller to create filtered signals from closed-loop mea-
surements. The filtered signals are used to formulate a Recursive
Least Squares algorithm to simultaneously minimize the variance
of a performance signal and a control signal via the direct
estimation of a feedback controller transfer function parametrized
in a Youla–Kucera parametrization. The end results are an adaptive
regulation algorithm that preserves closed-loop stability and
optimizes the trade-off between output and control signal var-
iance. Regularization and filtering of the parameter estimates
smoothen the volatility of the recursive parameter updates when
the adaptive regulation controller is initialized and/or adjusted to
reduce periodic disturbances with sudden jumps in the frequency
content. The approach is successfully demonstrated on a vibration
control benchmark with harmonic disturbances and excellent
results are obtained in terms of performance and transient proper-
ties for (multiple) harmonic disturbances in which frequencies
change in either a step- or ramp-wise way.
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